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WARNING!

1. Do not use the power supply beyond the specified range (100-240V,50Hz).
2. Avoid scratching the surface and wires of the lamp during installation.
3. Do not install the lamp outdoors.
4. The lamp should not be close to corrosive chemical objects or gases.
      It should not be washed with water. It can only be wiped with a clean soft cloth.

Before you get started:

Thank you for shopping with Ozarké, we really appreciate your business. Our goal is to provide 
an excellent customer service before, during and after delivery. We've included a guide on how to 
install this light, should you require additional assistance please feel free to email us at 
info@ozarke.com and one of our customer service reps will reach out to assist you.

When working with electrical wiring, follow these safety instructions to prevent injury or 
damage:

1. Turn off the power: Before starting any work, turn off the power to the area you will be 
working in.

2. Use appropriate tools: Only use tools designed for electrical work and in good condition.
3. Wear protective gear: Wear safety glasses, gloves, and other protective gear as necessary.
4. Test for power: Use a non-contact voltage tester to check for electrical current before 

touching any wires.
5. Avoid wet conditions: Do not work with electrical wiring in wet or damp conditions.
6. Keep a safe distance: Stay away from exposed wires or electrical components.
7. Seek professional help: Consult a qualified electrician if you are unsure about any aspect of 

electrical wiring or encounter any problems.



Installation Instructions

Instructions

Unpack and Inspect:
▪ Carefully unpack the Ozarke Léger RGB Floor Lamp and check all components for any 

shipping damage.
▪

1
Position the Lamp:
▪ Choose the location in your room where you want to place the floor lamp. Ensure it's 

close to a power outlet.
2

Turn On the Power:
▪ Use the lamp's power switch or remote control (if provided) to turn on the lamp.4

Plug In the Lamp:
▪ Connect the power cord of the floor lamp to a nearby power outlet.3

Select Lighting Mode:
▪ Use the lamp's remote control or any included controls to select your desired lighting 

mode and color. The "Ozarke Léger RGB Floor Lamp" typically offers a range of 
colors and lighting effects.

5
Adjust Brightness and Color:
▪ Use the lamp's controls to adjust the brightness and color to suit your preference.

You can create different moods and atmospheres with the RGB lighting.
6

Optional Features:
▪ Some floor lamps may come with additional features, such as timers, color cycling,

or remote control capabilities. Consult the product manual to explore and configure
these features.

7

Clean Up:
▪ Dispose of any packaging materials and tidy up the installation area.8

Tools and Materials You'll Need:

▪ Ozarke Léger RGB Floor Lamp
▪ Power source (outlet)
▪ Remote control (if included)

Always refer to the specific product's manual or included instructions for precise details regarding 
the operation of the "Ozarke Léger RGB Floor Lamp." Following the manufacturer's guidelines is 
essential for getting the most out of the lamp and its features. If you have any questions or need 

further assistance, consult the product's manual or the manufacturer's customer support.


